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The series of conferences of which this one, on environmentalism, is the second, was conceived as a dialogicalone. It seems
to us that, in the light of recent events in the Soviet Union, this
dialogicalaspect of the project may acquireespecial significance.
The point is that the issue of joint problem-solvingby colleagues
from the USSR and the United States,which was formerlyviewed
as more or less remote, is now likely to become the present-day
reality.
Obviously,to achieve any success in joint problem-solving,a
certain degree of mutual understandingbetween the "solvers"is
required. It is to be hoped that our "dialogicalprojects"will
become a means for the establishmentof such mutual understanding. Therefore, we would like to present a small crossculturalexplorationof two episodes in which, in our opinion, the
dialogicalaspectof this conferencehas been mostmanifest.
The first episode has to do with a "childlike"remarkmade by a
senior participant,Leo Marx, in the closing discussion. "I am
surprised,"he said, "by the fact that, during this conference,
Soviet participantspaid so much attentionto the issue of specially
protected naturalterritories.And though I sympathizewith the
idea of establishingsuch territories,it seems to me that the issue
of environmentalcrisisdoes not come to the questionof the status
of specially protected naturalterritories.More than that:I think
that the situation is conceivable, that in a country where an
impressive network of specially protected natural territories is
established, side by side with this, environmentaldisaster is
neverthelesson hand. And vice versa:One can imaginea country
with such territoriesaltogetherabsent,where environmentalproblems wouldbe moreor less successfullysolved."
It should be noted here that the issue of specially protected
natural territorieswas indeed of paramountimportance to the
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Soviet speakers at the conference. Consider, for example, the
paper entitled "NatureProtection as a Moral Duty: The Ethical
Trend in the Russian Conservation Movement,"presented by
Anton Struchkov.In this paper, the author discussed the idea of
establishing"absolutelyinviolable"reserves(the Russianterm for
which is "zapovedniki")as an ethical duty based on the Russian
religious-philosophicalthirst for keeping "the unquenchable
hearths of wildness"in the world; an ethical duty aimed, in the
deepest sense, at defendingontological freedom, the freedom of
Being. Another Soviet speaker, Feliks Shtil'mark,expressed the
opinion that the networkof zapovednikiis the only praiseworthy
creationof the Soviet regime.He also suggestedthat the development of a marketeconomy in our countrywould inevitablyresult
in the destruction of the zapovedniki.Finally, even the paper
by the USSR Minister of the Environment,Nikolai Vorontsov,
entitled "NatureProtection and Governmentin the USSR,"appeared to be a historicalsketch of the cause of zapovedniki,as
displayedin its social-culturalcontext.
Now why did Leo Marx'sremarkarrestour attention?First of
all, his words disclosed somethingreally remarkable- namely,
the evidence that, in the minds of the Soviet speakers,the issue of
natureprotectionis tightlyconnected with the matterof specially
protected natural territories.(Pressing things a bit further, we
would even say that they exhibita tendencyto reduce the former
issue to the latter one.) But more than this:owing to Leo Marx's
remark,that "given,"formerlyinvisibleto the Soviet participants,
suddenlywas calledinto question.
For the sake of convenience,we shall separatethe "disclosing"
and"questioning"
aspects,turningfirstto the former.
It seems to us that the issue of specially protected natural
territorieshas been suddenly disclosed as a peculiar manifestation, as a kind of allegory,of the ancient Russiantheme of "The
City of Kitezh."Lest this statementbe viewed as merelyour "panRussian"predisposition,we must emphasizethat we are speaking
of the way in which specially protected naturalterritorieshave
been (and are being)developedin our country.And the specificity
of such territoriesin our country- as distinctfrom, say, national
parks or "designatedwilderness areas" in the United States consists in the maintainingof the regimeof "absoluteinviolability"
within them, which prohibits not only all sorts of economic
activities,buteven the admittanceof visitors.
To make our statementmore precise:The idea of the "absolute
inviolability"of zapovednikihas been disclosed as an allegoryof
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the age-old Russiantheme of "TheCity of Kitezh."Accordingto
the ancient Russian legend, when the country had become the
Kingdomof Evil and Falsehoodembracingboth State and Church
authorities,the Kingdomof Good and Righteousness- The City
of Kitezh - sank to the bottom of a lake. Hence the Russianidea
of "TheCity of Kitezh"is the idea of withdrawalfrom surrounding vicious life, the idea of wanderingelsewherein search of this
"idealCity."
This idea was particularlyinfluentialduringdifficultperiods in
Russian history, manifestingitself in numerous schisms which
occasionallytook the extremeform of nyetovshchina(the refusal
of the schismaticsto obey any orders of either church or state
authorities,andtheirflightinto remoteareas).
We thus find it noteworthy that the idea of absolute inviolability of zapovednikireceived wide circulationin our country
duringthe 1920s - that is, when the maliciousand unjusttemper
of the new, postrevolutionaryregime had become utterly clear.
Dramaticdiscussionsof the fate of zapovednikithat took place in
the Soviet Union in the late 1920s and early 1930s are attracting
the attentionof present-daystudents of Russian conservation
particularlyfor the disparitythat they reveal between the rather
weak "scientific"argumentsfor absolute inviolability,on the one
hand, and the inspirationwith which this idea was defended, on
the other hand. The common "scientific"argumentationin favor
of absolute inviolabilitywas as follows: Zapovedniki should be
maintainedin a state of absolute inviolabilityin order to serve as
baseline areas embodying virgin natural communitiestypical of
the surroundingregion. Zapovedniki were conceived, thus, as
models of "healthynature."And thoughthe comparativestudy of
the "healthy nature" within zapovedniki and the "pathological
nature" (that is, economically exploited nature) around them,
biologists would be able to propose a treatmentfor "sicknature"
basedon whattheydeducedabout"healthynature."
Yet, with the deepest respectfor the efforts,of the "defenders,"
one may raise a question here. Comparethe entire area covered
by zapovedniki (which approaches, at best, 1 percent of the
territory of the USSR) with the scope of this scientific claim.
Would this claim, then, of restoringthe health of natureat large,
on the basis of researchpursuedwithin the zapovedniki,appear,
to any degree, as realistic?This is a question that has led one of
us (A. Struchkov)to study the personal archives of conservationists. As these studies show, the defenders of the idea of
absolute inviolabilitywere actually inspired by motives that lie
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beyond the realm of scientific discourse. As described earlier,
they were defending absolutely inviolable zapovednikias, so to
speak,the unquenchablehearthsof the freedomof Being.
Let us turn now to the "questioning"aspect of Leo Marx's
remark:Is it possible that in a country, side by side with an
established impressive network of specially protected natural
territories,there could be a situationof environmentaldisaster?
And how does this relateto the idea of "TheCityof Kitezh"?
First, the image of "TheCity of Kitezh"is to be viewed,not as
exclusivelyinternalnarrativeisolated from the ambientworld,but
rather as corresponding to the hard living conditions of the
Russian people. Second, it must be emphasized that the most
strikingpeculiarityof this "ideal City"is precisely its unattainability, unattainabilityin principle ("The City of Kitezh"is to be
foundat the bottomof a lake!).
Now, if we put these two points together, we see them as
indicatingan extreme polarizationof the "sacred"and "profane"
realms.And it is preciselyour Russianeverydaylife, our nearest
surroundings,our "hereand now,"that turn out to be hopelessly
profane. In contrast, the sacred realm appears as bypassingthe
sphere of "here and now" altogether:in space, it abides "at the
bottom of a lake";in time, it is associatedwith eithersome utterlyout-of-timepastor the "apocalyptically
remote"future.
The idea of "absolutelyinviolable zapovedniki"can also be
viewed as an example of transcendingthe sphere of "here and
now." Remember that this idea was the subject of heated discussions in the late 1920s and early 1930s, when the Soviet
governmentwas advancingthe (infamous) slogan of "the great
transformationof nature in the interest of socialist construction.
"While, according to this ideology, the whole country was to
become a kind of gigantic"workshop"(intendedfor overcoming
the humanenessof humans, as well as the wildness of nature),
zapovedniki remained peculiar "temples"of genuine beauty. (It
seems worth noting here that the views of those who supported
the idea of absoluteinviolabilityexhibitsimilaritiesto the religious
ideas of such Russian thinkers as VladimirSoloviev and Fedor
Dostoyevsky.By "similarities"
we mean here their sharedbelief in
the transfiguringpower of the beauty of nature,participationin
whichgives nse to the feelingsof peace and forgiveness,as well as
the eschatologicalhope of the triumphof the worldof love.)
The antinomyof "temple"vs. "workshop"echoes the polarization of the sacred and profanerealms.More than that:in the case
of zapovedniki,this polarizationseems to us particularlystriking.
The point is that zapovednikirepresentthe sort of temples that
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(as conceivedby their originators)are closed to visitors.Undoubtedly, the idea of "absoluteinviolability"thus realizesthe "sacred"
realm in ideal purity:it is impossible to tread on, and trample
zapovedniki- just as it is impossibleto treadon the (underwater)
"Cityof Kitezh."However, is it not so that, being confident that
there is something in the world that in principle cannot be
trampledon and defiled, we may allow ourselvesto tread on, and
defile, everythingelse with more indifferenceand carelessness?
This is the questionto whichwe are finallybroughtby Leo Marx's
remark.
The second episode at the conference that we would like to
discuss is Douglas Weiner'spresentation,"DemythologizingEnvironmentalism."In providing the examples of environmentalist
ideologies from England,Germany,Russia,the Soviet Union, and
the United States,Weinerintendedto show their commontraitnamely the pretension"to representan absolute 'good' validated
by an absoluteauthority."On this basis, the advocatesof environmentalistideologies assertedtheir privilegedstatus,and startedto
force their views on other people. ProfessorWeiner pointed out
the "inescapablyarbitrary(in the sense of unprovable)nature of
the epistemological assumptions that undergird those visions."
That is why the idea of privileged knowledge is nothing but a
myth.Worseyet, a ratherdangerousmyth.
Weiner'stellingconclusionis worthquotingat length:
"We know what is really best for you, what will cure you,"
...

assert [the advocates of privileged knowledge]. They alone

know the distinction between naturalharmony and disorder,
social health and corruption,pollution and purity, alienation
and unity. They do not recognize the social constructionof
their ethical beliefs and political visions; they absolutize their
individualtruths.They may be right, but what if they are not
It is therefore all the more importantfor those of us who
wish to preservea maximumof biotic and humandiversityfor
ourselves and for future humans (and nonhumans), to be
explicitabout the moral and politicalagendaswe embrace.The
soundestway for us to prevailis to persuadeour neighborson
this planet that our visions have somethingof value for them,
too. We must keep in mind the fact that in a world where there
exists more than one fanaticism, peaceful coexistence is in
principleimpossible.
And if fanaticisms,including ecological ones, are the pro-
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ducts of the fear or the fact of material,cultural,or spiritual
dispossession,then we must work harder to make a world in
which each of us and our interests are treated with equal
respect. We cannot get there through the tainted means of
absolutizingindividualtruths.
And further:
It is my belief that myths are often more dangerousthan the
situationsthey seek to remedy.We need to cultivatea taste of
demythologizing,of makingour lives more self-aware.We need
to become aware of our needs and our values preferencesand
to take responsibilityfor them as individualpreferences.Then
we will be in a good position indeed to respect and compromise with the preferencesof our neighborsall aroundthis
planet, just as we would have them respect and compromise
withours.
Weiner's paper called forth a very lively discussion during
which the Soviet and American participantsbehaved in rather
different ways. The focus of the American participantswas the
way in which Douglas Weinerhad arrivedat his conclusion.They
discussedthe epistemologicalpremisesunderlyinghis paper,finding those premises to be not very well grounded.Their common
claim was that Douglas Weiner, in his efforts to demythologize
(and dismantle)environmentalistideologies,had made unfounded
generalizations.Consider, for instance, the following remarkof
KennethKeniston(MEL):"Is it reallypossible to draw any sound
conclusion about close linkages between nature protection and
chauvinismin Germanyfrom, say, the speaker'sclaim that six of
fourteen prominent German conservationistseventuallybecame
Nazi party members?" Another American participant, Mark
Adams (University of Pennsylvania),also referringto Weiner's
overgeneralization,even claimed (in a lobby interview) that
"DouglasWeiner has given birth to his own myth - the one of
demythologization."
In contrast,the Soviet participantsgave considerationonly to
that which would 'follow" from Weiner's conclusion - the
supposed practicalsteps, and the moral evaluationof those steps.
We would like to note that Weiner himself did not suggest any
practical steps, beyond his call for listening to and negotiating
with one another. Nevertheless,several Soviet participantstook
this call as threateningtheir own views - just those views pre-
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tending to representan absolute "good."They already had prepared answersto questionsthat Weiner proposed for considerate
negotiating.
It is interestingto note that each of the three most active Soviet
commentatorsargued the necessity of a single "salvationalproject"for everyone.None of them seemed to hear what the speaker
was saying in his discussion of "'natural'park ideology"- that
totalizing "salvationprojects,"while pretendingto assert something fundamentally"good"for all people, actually express the
opinion of ratherlimitedgroupsof people: "Onesociety's(or one
class's) naturalparadise may well be another'sweed overgrown
garden;one's wilderness,another'shome; one's ManifestDestiny,
another's oppression" (a quotation from the Olwigs' article,
"Underdevelopmentand the Developmentof 'Natural'ParkIdeology,"cited in Weiner'spaper).
Even more interestingis the fact that all three Soviet commentators,advocatingthe necessity of a single "salvationalproject,"were referringto V. I. Vernadskii'sconceptionof noosphere
as "the scientific foundation"for the rescue of humankindand
nature.Again, it seemed as if they simplyhad not heard Weiner's
explicit opinion of this conception as "utopianand essentially
scientificallyunsupportedidea"!We suspect that Weiner'scall for
listeningto other points of view was perceivedby them as a threat
that their voices would not be heard, and that consequentlytheir
views would not be given consideration.Hence their unanimous
"referenceto an absolute,validatingauthority"- in this case, to
Vernadskii'snoosphere.
The Soviet commentatorsdid not accept Weiner'srelativismbut not because they had discoveredtheoreticalcontradictionsin
his epistemological premises. They did not even discuss these
premises. Rather, they rejected Weiner's call on the basis of
ethical motives:they viewed the supposed ethical effect as unacceptable, since this effect would deprive them of their right to
"privilegedknowledge."
Thus, we have discovered the "American"and the "Russian"
approachesto Weiner'spaper to be ratherdifferent.(Of course,
this statementis an oversimplification,since both "sides"actually
had their "outsiders.")The "American"approachcan be characterized, on the whole, as the analysis of the epistemological
premise underlyingthe presented statement,and the determination of one's attitude toward this statementin accordance with
that analysis. The "Russian"(or should we say, the "Soviet"?)
approach can be characterized as the immediate drawing of
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ethical conclusions based on the imaginedsituationof the presented statement'shavingalreadybeen realized,and the evaluation
of the supposedeffectof these conclusions.
It seems, thus, that Americans stop their discussions at the
point where Russiansstart theirs.We shall now try to suggestan
explanationfor thisdivergencein approaches.
The Soviet commentatorsseemed to reason in the following
manner:"DouglasWeiner is thinkingthis way. What if all of us
thought like Douglas Weiner?"As shown earlier, the results, as
perceivedby the Soviet commentators,turnedout to be unacceptable. For the American participants,however, such a mode of
reasoningappearsimpossible.First,their societal mentalityseems
to be one in which the sphere of theoreticalanalysisis separated
from the sphere of practicaldecision-making;one rarelyfinds the
two together in one person. Second, it is evidently difficult for
Americansto imagineeveryonesuddenlytransformingtheirviews
and startingto act in accordance with a single dictum - even
Weiner's dictum of relativism.In Russia, by contrast, a kind of
"pseudo-state"mentalityhas been long cultivatedin the people.
The hard living conditions of the people were claimed to be
justified by the necessity of pursuingtasks of the state, for the
sake of "common worth."As a result, the present-day Soviet
citizen exhibits a tendency to perceive himself as a politician
engagedin makingdecisionsfor "everyone."This is a pseudo-state
mentality,since the makingof such decisions is actuallybeyond
his possibilities.
We are inclined to conclude that the dichotomy between the
"American"and the "Soviet"(or, as our previousremarkssuggest,
between the "epistemological"and the "ethical")approaches is
deeper than merely a differencein the mannerof discussion.We
seem to face two significantlydifferentmodes of reasoning,each
of thembeingpartandparcelof the people'smentality.
mode of reasoningconsists in examining
The "epistemological"
the theoreticalfoundationsof a thought (idea, conception), and
in calling these foundationsinto question.The "epistemological"
mode does not reach the discussed thought itself. Thus, the
"epistemological"critique of some advocates of "'salvationprojects"may be epitomizedby Weiner'swords:"Theymay be right,
but whatif they arenot. . .?"
As for the "ethical"mode of reasoning,it immediatelytransforms thoughtinto action and evaluatesthe ethical effect of this
action, and then transfersthis evaluationonto the thoughtitself.In
this regardwe wish to briefly mention here a conversationwith
one of the Soviet participants,Daniil Aleksandrov (of the St.
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Petersburg branch of the Institute of the History of Science and
Technology). After the closing discussion, we were talking with
him about environmentalist "salvation projects." He said: "I
believe that the advocates of "salvation projects" may be right. I
believe that their projects, if put into practice, may prove to be a
quick, albeit short-term, remedy for environmental disaster. Still,
however tempting the declared perspective of salvation may seem,
I nevertheless have no wish to participate in pursuing these
projects." "Why so?" we asked him. "Because I have no wish to
pursue violence in the name of salvation," was the immediate
answer.
Cryptic as this answer may seem, it sheds some light on the
nature of "ethical"critique. We may interpret it as follows: Let the
advocates of "salvational projects" be right in their privileged
(theoretical) knowledge. But what will happen when their right,
guaranteeing, claims encounter real life - the real life where
nothing can be secured with guarantees? Will they then give up
their privileged status? No! Most probably, they will instead start
seeking out (read: creating images of) those who presumably
prevent the pursuance of their "curing"projects. Thus the struggle
to rescue the whole of humanity turns into a struggle against part
of it.
Two things here seem worthy of attention: (1) The position just
stated appears as more or less typical of the "younger generation"
of Soviet participants. (2) Despite the fact that this position is in
fact contrary to the one advocated by the majority of "elder"
Soviet participants, it nevertheless shares with its "adversary" an
important trait - namely, the "ethical"mode of reasoning.
"Well," one might say. "You have provided some examples of
two rather different approaches, two modes of reasoning, or
whatever you may call it. Be that as it may, now I would like you
to explore the possibility of reconciling these approaches. Is there
any way of reconciling them?"
"But which way would you prefer?" we may only respond. "The
'epistemological' reconciliation, or the 'ethical' one?"
The former dichotomy is thus reproduced on a new level. Does
this not prove that it is fundamental?

